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SERVICE

 

Our service technicians are highly trained and certified to perform whatever work you may need on your vehicle.
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SCHEDULE SERVICE

Our Service department is staffed with the most qualified technicians ready to answer your questions and address your service needs. Use our online form to schedule an appointment or contact our service department if you have any additional questions.

  Schedule Now 

  Contact Service 
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                        Welcome to Your Local Jeep and RAM Dealership

                        Established in 1984, Fresno Chrysler Dodge Jeep RAM is the oldest locally owned and family operated dealership in the Central Valley area. Once you decide to do business with us, it'll be clear why so many people in the surrounding community and beyond depend on our team to meet their vehicle-buying and maintenance-related needs. Contact us at (559) 206-5254 and (559) 390-0029 or drive into our dealership to book a service appointment, and let our experts bring your vehicle back to its peak condition.

                        CONTACT USABOUT US

                    

                

            

        

    






  
    

        
            
              
              Welcome to Fresno Chrysler Dodge Jeep RAM!

At Fresno Chrysler Dodge Jeep RAM, we take pride in offering customers a wide selection of new and used CDJR vehicles for sale. Our friendly sales representatives are available seven days a week to answer all your questions and help you find your ideal model. We also offer flexible financing solutions, high-end auto services, and genuine OEM parts to help keep you on the road. Visit us today for a first-class dealership experience.

New CDJR SUVs or Trucks for sale in Fresno.

If you are in the market for a brand-new SUV or truck, you will find what you need at Fresno Chrysler Dodge Jeep RAM. Our vast lineup includes popular models like the RAM 1500 and the Jeep Grand Cherokee L.

The RAM 1500 is the quintessential light-duty truck. It’s stylish, powerful, versatile, and practical. Hop inside, and you will be greeted by a roomy and elegant cabin packed with modern amenities, comfort features, and state-of-the-art technologies. An easy-to-use Uconnect infotainment system lets you entertain yourself on the go. The RAM 1500 offers a range of satisfying engine choices to meet your needs. It also has an outstanding towing capacity, an available four-wheel-drive system, and an unbelievably smooth ride for a work truck. Visit our RAM Truck dealer in Fresno to check out this pickup in person and arrange a test drive.

Bring your loved ones on your next trip or adventure with the Jeep Grand Cherokee L. Offering three rows of seats and a generous cargo area, this midsize SUV is designed with family transportation in mind. It has a spacious, lavish interior with modern amenities and next-level technologies to elevate your driving experience. Available with four-wheel drive, the Grand Cherokee L is an excellent off-road companion. It also boasts multiple engine options so that you can choose the one with the right mix of power and efficiency for you. Come by our Jeep dealership to take this SUV for a test drive.

Used CDJR Vehicles for Sale in Fresno.

Our dealership also has many used vehicles, such as the RAM 2500 and the Jeep Compass. Ask us for the latest deals on our pre-owned SUVs and trucks.

Quick and Flexible Auto Financing in Fresno.

With auto financing at Fresno Chrysler Dodge Jeep RAM, you can have the SUV or truck of your dreams. The specialists at our well-connected finance center can help you find the right vehicle loan for you, regardless of your credit score or budget. We have great relationships with money lenders and can ensure you get the top rates and terms. Reach out to our team today to learn about the financing options that are available to you.

Expert Auto Service & Quality Parts

As a one-stop CDJR dealership in Fresno, we also have a RAM and Jeep service center to keep your SUV or truck running for years. Our service department’s technicians have the right tools, skills, and experience to handle all kinds of auto repair and maintenance tasks. Bring your vehicle to our Jeep or RAM service center today to give it the quality care it needs and deserves.

Visit Our Dealership Today.

Come to Fresno Chrysler Dodge Jeep RAM to see our SUVs and trucks. You will find deals on trucks like the RAM 1500 and SUVs like the Jeep Grand Cherokee L. You should also browse our used vehicles when you visit our dealership.
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While great effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the information on this site, errors can occur.

Please verify all pricing information with a customer service representative.

This is easily done by calling us or visiting us at the dealership.
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                        Save your favorite vehicles for later viewing on your desktop or mobile devices.
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